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Welcome to an all new original storyline for
the world’s largest immersive magic school
– College of Wizardry WereWar!
This is a dark and grown up series of live
action role-play events, staged at incredible
castles and rare locations across Europe.
You get to play a role at the centre of
a conflict between magic users
and magic beings.
Learn the price of magic and the truth about
the evil at the heart of
Witchard Society!
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LET’S INTRODUCE YOU TO THE WEREWAR!

WereWar is a live action role-play series (larp). This is
a stand-alone, persistent storyline in the College of
Wizardry fictional universe. Chapter One takes place
at Czocha castle (Poland) and Chapter Two at Bothwell
castle (UK). Further chapters to be announced.
The ticket for Chapter One is all-inclusive and on sale
now at Witchards.com. Buses are available at the
Berlin airports to and from the castle. On site you’ll
get a robe and house tie, and experience four days of
overnight stays at the castle, with all meals served for
you by our cooks and staff. The entire castle and grounds
(including a magical forest and lake) are reserved for
the event, with all the amenities of a hotel provided for
you. Czocha castle is truly spectacular, complete with
grand halls, hidden passageways, magical library, an
astronomy tower and ancient cellars. A tavern bar is
open throughout the event in the evenings. You need
to be 18 years old to participate.

BACKSTORY

Ever since the First Witchard, that fabled original spellcaster unleashing the power of the first magic, there
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has been a tension in nature. Something that shifted.
Undetectable by normal senses, but there nevertheless
–a tremor deep in the souls of all with the gift of magic.
Maybe it’s this dissonance that chases witchards
forward in their pursuit of magical knowledge? A need
for control, to hold back the fear of the wild. Maybe
too, this is what rings in the ears of the magical
beasts in the forests of the world? An unease that
keeps pitting them against each other like mindless
animals, and eventually sent them clashing with the
world of witchards.
Something is off keel, something needs to be set
right. But this is a truth profoundly pushed out of thought
of all spellcasters. And equally driven out of mind of all
magic beings.
“WereWar is not a tale about facing truth. It’s one about
trying but ultimately failing to run away from it.”
Just over half a decade ago Witchard Society began
buzzing with grisly reports of werewolf activity in the
Hearthland (the leading European Confluxes, communities in the sorcery world). The great magical Confluxes
in and around Germany, France and the United
Kingdom reported slain “rabid walkhounds” and
attacked witchards. The term “The Were” started to
resurface (used centuries ago in conflicts now forgotten
by most).
These incidents now were are all very remote
encounters, and any concrete reports hard to get a

Werewolf attacks: lllll lll
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hold of, even in this world of scrying and magic postal
services. The confluxes tasked the Guardian Order with
protecting rural communities and inter-conflux trade
and travel.
Witchard Society felt safe again, as the Order
pushed through harsher and harsher regulations against
magical beings everywhere. For most witchards, this all
simply became a bedtime horror story or tavern topic
for excited speculation. Most were convinced these
incidents would die down and peace restored.
They were wrong.
“On December 1st, 2019, by mundane counting,
the Guardian Order issued a wide decree that war was
declared by The Were against the Witchard Society.”
The werewolves had allegedly carried out a series of
coordinated attacks, referred to as the assault troops
for coming armies of magical beings, to be hunted and
killed on sight. This is not true, but it is the conviction of
almost all witchards today (in 2020).
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Students on hospital duty:
- J. Farrell
- V. Faust
- G. von Brandt
- B. Flamel

THE DAYS AT THE CASTLE

When Chapter One of our story begins, things at Czocha
appear to be as they always have been, with Juniors
soon to be sorted into their Houses and Sophomores
eager to finally be allowed new freedoms when roaming the grounds. While Headmaster Crumplebottom
welcomes everyone back for a new semester with the
usual speeches of academic achievements and only
briefly mentions the abstract perils of faraway war,
the thoughts of most students are likely bent towards
securing hall passes or ball dates instead. There are murmurs amongst the professors and staff, an odd tension,
perhaps a secret, but surely nothing to worry about.
Until war knocks on the castle gates. The Guardian Order,
militarised in recent years to a degree few witchards
realise, enter the school and declare Magical Martial
Law in the conflux of Czocha. The Headmaster and
faculty now operate under the full mandate of the
Head Guardian on site. A number of wounded Guardian
soldiers from a nearby battle are brought in, and students immediately drafted to help with triage and treatment. With the college so near the front line, the syllabus
drasticallychanges and professors are conscripted to teach
emergency versions of their classes, focusing on healing,
warding off magical beings, and mentally calming of the
wounded. Czocha has become a WereWar hospital.
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Meanwhile, in the bowels of the castle, the faculty have
covertly reopened the ancient runic bridge to Bothwell
School of Witchcraft in Britain, receiving and treating
refugees from both sides of the conflict, without the
knowledge of the Guardian Order which has students
treating only humans upstairs. In secret corners of the
castle, select students are entrusted to help with the
effort to aid all those hurt by the war.
Chapter One will not depict open rebellion, except the
”treasonous” act of treating or communicating with
those designated as the ”enemy”, but the seeds of
doubt and suspicion that something is terribly wrong
in witchard society will grow. This chapter will not see
overt acts of resistance or an ”end battle” against the
Guardian Order.
Indeed, most characters will wish to assist as best they
can, to defend the school and help the victims of the
vicious beasts that have declared war on witchardkind.
This is not a story about standing up against evil, but
about the inhuman nature in us all in times of conflict
and hate.
There is, of course, both a reckoning and reconciliation
on the horizon, in chapters further down the line. But
for now, dive into the abyss and embrace it. Become
the evil you must eventually end.
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PERSISTENT STORY AND CHARACTERS

With WereWar we are exploring how the story can
evolve from your actions and collective creativity. Each
chapter builds along a preconceived arch, and you
decide how it gets there. It’s not a railroad to follow
to the letter, but instead a dramatic story to navigate
together. Between each event, we’ll take onboard
what actually happened before, what you all did and
innovated. This will sometimes be edited before being
added to canon and lore.
Participants may either write their own characters,
subject to approval from character coaches, or receive
a prewritten character ready for you to make your own.
You will be able to play your character throughout
the entire WereWar Special series. And you are more
than welcome to go to any event in the series. Each
chapter is written as one contained story, so going
to a single event will be just as rewarding and fun.
You may also change character, exploring different
sides of WereWar. Yes, Bothwell students may show
up at Czocha and vice versa. And the house flags of
either castle could be raised in honour at both places.
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In addition there will be new houses under the martial
law of the WereWar and auspice of the Guardian Order,
unique to WereWar.

THE THEME

“Were” is used as a derogatory term for any magical
being. It is not just limited to werewolves.
“The Were” is a catchall for all species born with magical
abilities, but not human. This is from the human
witchard point of view, and one tainted by sorrow, loss
and fear. The term is a twist of the word “werewolf”,
using the Proto-Indo-European and Latin root words
(“wi-ro”, “vir”=man), to signify something “like a human
but not”.
The term The Were includes but is not limited to
shapeshifters (such as werewolves), merfolk (such
as sirens) and vampires. Even fae (fairies, elves) and
summoned entities (spirits, ghosts, demons, golems). In
actuality, these are all very different species and phenomena, some alive and sentient, some mere enchanted
objects and spectres. And arguments can be made for
all witchards (people with the gift of magic) also being
beasts of magic. Even to the extent of saying life itself is
magic. Now, that is a philosophical distinction entirely
lost to all characters at the beginning of this storyline.
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The use of The Were in propaganda during the
WereWar is intended to drive fear into the hearts of
witchards, by implying that all magical beings are an
affliction of sort. Much like werewolves can be referred to as the “moon sickness” by those hunting them.
That somehow by association or contact, one could
lose oneself to a feral illness and become a plague,
ostracised from Witchard Society.
In the storyline of WereWar, this idea of The Were
has become the common way to view magical beings. A
protracted and fierce war, half a decade in the making,
has driven any doubt from witchards. These “beasts”
are not lovable, mesmerising parts of nature. They are a
ruthless and unforgiving force of death and blood.
“WereWar explores the tension between what we as
players know to be a catastrophic disconnect based on lies
and fear–and the overwhelming truth our characters see.”
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THE ORDERS

With war comes change, welcome or not. And monumental change is wrought as the Guardian Order
disbands the five traditional Houses of Czocha College.
Students are instead enlisted into one of the main
Orders of Witchard Society.
These inter-conflux, vocational associations span all
jurisdictions and departments, with distinct functions
and areas of expertise, in addition to being places to
form friendships and alliances. Much like the Houses,
rivalry between the Orders is fierce, and a merit system,
not entirely dissimilar to the Czocha Cup, is introduced
for bravery and service in magical wartime. While
official life at Czocha is now organised under these
factions of Witchard Society, of which the former
Prefects assume leadership, the unofficial alliances of
the five school Houses continue amongst students, in
the shadows.
Ahead of the event, participants will choose their
preferences for and be sorted into both Paths, Czocha
Houses and Orders during the casting process, to
enable them to prepare. Over the coming weeks, we
will introduce these Orders and their crests. This is done
from the perspective of Witchard society. Source material from the point of view of The Were is forthcoming.
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THE NIGHTINGALE ORDER

Nightingale – “Heal & Hunt” – Potions and Blood Magic
‘The Lady with the Lamp’, Florence Nightingale, broke
the Tradition of Word by practicing magic in front of
Mundanes while paving the way for the nurse profession in training medics in the Crimean War (1853-56).
One of her specialties was potions, and many of their active ingredients remain in commonly practiced modern
medicine. Charged with violating the Treaty of Avalon,
she was brought before the Regulators of the Guardian
Orders to face justice, but as she had cunningly avoided
discovery during her work, wound up fully pardoned,
and drafted to build the Order of Healers named for her.
Members of Nightingale are trained especially in the
use of medicinal, alchemical and herbal concoctions.
Highly sought after as healers during violent conflicts
for their ability to set up and maintain sanitary facilities
in the field, Nightingales are driven and focused, though
primarily on others.
Potions are not the only tool employed by the association, which also teaches its members advanced forms
of blood magic, imminently effective in healing, though
in desperate times these practices are whispered to
sometimes be employed towards other, more sinister
uses than mending the body.
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THE NIGHTINGALE CREST

More orders will be added to this document
as they are revealed.
Crests by Lars Bundvad.
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DISCLAIMER AND DECLARATION OF INTENTION

Please read this part to better grasp how we’re designing
WereWar. As we are touching on a lot of sensitive topics, we
all need to tread carefully together.
This is not an allegory for real world issues. Below is
listed some likely interpretations, which we are aware
of and wish to declare the WereWar relationship to.
Lycanthropy is not used to talk about transmittable
disease, or the attacks on the homosexual community
based on the prejudices about HIV/AIDS. Shapeshifting
is not a symbol for gender politics, transsexuality, transgender, queer, or gender dysphoria.
The word “man” (as in male), specifically as used in
the root of the word “were” of werewolf, is not intended
to be straight up equivalent to the demonic male hypothesis or toxic masculinity, nor is it directly about rape
culture or patriarchy. In WereWar we want to talk about
violence feeding violence. All of the real world instances
of violence and oppression share underlying mechanisms of fear of the other, a desire for control, and hate
creating hate; these are the focus of exploration.
The war and its factions is not analogous with the
historical world wars or civilisational conflicts today. The
creeds of the groups in our story are not commentary
on religious sects or faith. The Guardian Order is not a
symbol for Fascism, and the attack on The Were is not
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based on actual European ethnic cleansing.
Conversely, while this is not about these issues per se,
College of Wizardry take an active stand for equality and
against bigotry and hate. Any aspect of the WereWar
fiction that explores inequalities and violence, will be
entirely about the fictional characters and aspects of
our story world. No hate or unfairness against any real
group of participants will be allowed based on realworld differences. Body shaming, transphobia, ageism,
homophobia, ableism, anti-feminism, any type of xenophobia and racism or other forms of hate, transgressions
or violations of human rights is expressly forbidden in
and around all of our events. Breach of this may result
in removal from the events and possible reporting to
proper authorities.
In addition, this is fiction and any resemblance to real
people or events is unintentional. However, WereWar
deals with the deeply rooted fear of the unknown,
with the evils of war, and the collective madness of
misinformation and radicalisation. It is not a commentary on the state of things today, but it is one of the
constant challenges and struggles of humanity. If there
is one takeaway we like to give you, it is that hate blinds
us and fuels more hate–whereas openness binds us
together and breeds love. We are all magical.
In closing, this is entertainment. The dark themes and
human morals explored, are drama and storytelling.
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While participating in strong collective experiences can
be transformative and healing, this is not therapy. It
is meant to entertain and invigorate, to ask questions
and tell stories, both scary and fun. While we portray
antagonism and conflict, all participants are one
community helping one another to have a rich and equal,
shared experience.
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Council of Magical Beings 1750 AD

